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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Research Overview/Problem Statement

For more than twenty years, the Congress, Department of

Defense, and individual services have been very concerned

* -about the growth in the dollar value of the deferred

maintenance for the defense real property assets (9:5-6).

Figure 1 is a graphical representation of the amount

expended each year for maintenance and repair of real

property in the Department of Defense and the amount of

backlogged maintenance and repair work at the end of each

year from 1965 through 1978 (9:19). All the amounts have

been converted to constant fiscal 1980 dollars based on

defense deflators for military construction. After

accounting for inflation, the DOD backlog almost tripled in

that thirteen year period. Appendix A is a listing (current

dollars) of the DOD and Air Force planned expenditures,

maintenance floor, actual expenditures, and BMAR for 1965

through 1979 (9:41; 10:2).

The most important issue is whether this dollar growth

represents a decrease in overall condition of defense

facilities which could be related to a potential decrease in

national defense readiness. In addition to the defense

readiness concern, there is also a question of using federal

budget funds in the most effective manner possible.

o1
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It is generally recognized that a large backlog level

indicates inadequate funding of maintenance of real property.

The U. S. Air Force considers the backlog of maintenance

and repair to be "the most important indicator of how

adequately real property maintenance is funded [12:p.8-3]."

Similarly, the General Accounting Office referred to the

backlog as being "recognized as a key indicator of the

adequacy of the annual maintenance and repair funding

[10:3]." Throughout the services and continually through the

last twenty years, this indicator has reflected a distinct

shortfall in maintenance and repair funding. This occurred

despite several redefinitions of BMAR by DOD in attempts to

insure the BMAR actually reflected the adequacy of funding

and new procedures and extra funding by Congress in order to

control the BMAR and eventually decrease it to a manageable

level. All attempts by all agencies have failed to reduce or

even manage the BMAR level.

The underlying problem is determining how the backlog of

maintenance and repair can be managed. There have been some

statements by the individual services on what the ideal level

of the backlog should be, but before the goal of a particular

level can be reached, a method of controlling the growth of

the backlog must be found. The continual growth of the BMAR

despite efforts by all agencies certainly demonstrates that a

viable control method has not yet been found.

3



The problem of managing the BMAR has three facets to it.

The first is to have the proper definition of BMAR, which has

been the responsibility of DOD and the services. The

definition must truly represent the feature of the system

that needs to be managed. The second facet is a system of

managing the BMAR once it is properly defined. This is the

responsibility of the services and the subordinate commands

at all levels. It encompasses management of the information

sources included in the system, management of the funds to be

applied to maintenance and repair, and control of the various

manpower and contracting resources that perform the

maintenance and repair. The third aspect of managing the

BMAR is to determine the proper amount of funds to be applied

to maintenance and repair in order to keep the backlog at any

desired level. This is the responsibility of Congress, and

it cannot be effectively performed until the definition is

perfected and the management system properly designed.

Background/Literature Review

In the early 1960s, members of the House of

Representatives became aware that funds that had been

justified for physical plant maintenance were actually being

diverted to operational requirements. Thus, funds that were

needed and authorized for keeping facilities in good

condition were not being used for that purpose. To remedy

that situation, Congress institutued in the fiscal year 1963

appropriation act a minimum limit that the defense agencies

4



were required to spend on maintaining real property with

funds from the operations and maintenance appropriation

(Public Law 87-577). The statutory floor for maintenance and

repair of' facilities has been included in each subsequent

appropriation act. (9:5)

In an April 1962 report, (House Report no. 1607, 87th

Congress, 2d session), the House Committee on Appropriations

indicated that it wanted to separate the maintenance of real

property appropriation from the appropriation for operations.

It was willing to grant specific authority for installations

to transfer funds from the operations appropriation to the

maintenance one, but DOD stated that it thought there would

be too much loss of flexibility because of potentially long

delays awaiting transfer approval from the Bureau of the

Budget. Instead, DOD proposed the establishment of the

statutory floor on the funds spent on maintenance on real

property out of the combined operations and maintenance

$.c appropriation. As stated, Congress approved this concept and

has included a floor in each year's operations and

maintenance appropriation. (9:5)

In the annual DOD budget request, the services include a

figure that represents the expected expenditure for

maintenance of real property (MRP). In fiscal years 1963 to

1975, Congress set the MRP floor to coincide with the

* - expected maintenance expenditure for each of the services.

Starting in 1972, Army and Air Force requested and received

5



floors substantially less than their planned expenditures.

In 1975 and subsequent years, Navy and Marine Corps also

requested and received floors below expected requirements.

The result of these artificially low floors was to allow the

* services to once again divert funds planned and appropriated

for maintenance of real property to operations. (9:6)

Starting in 1978, Congress increased both the floor and

the appropriated funds for maintenance of real property.

This was an attempt to stop the growth of BMAR, but it did

not work. The 1978 backlog was set by Congress as a baseline

not to be exceeded, but the 1979 EMAR was $193 million

higher. As attempts to stop the growth failed, the Senate

Committee on Appropriations asked the General Accounting

Office to review DOD's backlog program. (10:29)

In August 1979, the General Accounting Office published

a report title, "DOD's Real Property Maintenance and Repair

Backlog"(LCD-79-314). It generally provided the historical

view and trends of the BMAR. The scope of that report did

not include many conclusions and recommendations, but the GAO

did note that lack of adequate funds was the most frequently

heard reason for the inability to reduce the BMAR. The

* report then raised the question of how can there be any hope

of being able to maintain new facilities requested in every

budget submission if the maintenance funds cannot maintain

the present facilities. The one recommendation in the report

concerned the level of management of the BMAR problem. It

6
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noted that the problem was being treated as a service problem

-rather than a DOD level problem and recommended that DOD

improve central control, priority setting, and monitoring.

(9:40)

In Februaury 1981, the GAO published the final report in

response to the Congressional request. It was titled,

"Congress Cannot Rely on the Military Services' Reported Real

Property Maintenance and Repair Backlog Data."(LCD-81-19) As

can be detected from that title, the GAO did not feel that

the BMAR had been brought under control. The largest concern

was the fact that the individual services each had tneir own

definition of BMAR and system of reporting the backlog. For

several reasons the reported backlog fell very short of the

actual backlog. In particular for the Air Force, the

practice of reporting only the part of the real property

deficiencies to be corrected by cormmercial contract while

leaving out the in-house work was criticized. Further, the

report noted that some commands and installations had, in

violation of regulations, constrained the reported backlog,

and in general the required inspections and cost estimates

for correcting deficiencies were inadequate and resulted in

understating the backlog. Once again, the main

recommendation was for DOD to take a much more active role in

the management of the BMAR. The general finding of the two

reports is that there is a need for DOD level standardized

definition of BMAR, DOD specified manageable level, and DOD

7
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requirements for the services to imaprove their inspections

and reporting.

While the Congress was attempting to find a method and

proper amount of funding to control the BMAR, the DOD was

working on the definition of BMAR. The definition is

extremely critical because it can include or exclude various

* -, amounts of maintenance and repair in the BMAR. Small changes

in the wording can make large changes in the amount reported

as backlogged maintenance. Th,. concern is to insure that

what is reported is in fact that which DOD and Congress are

really interested in.

In a DOD Instruction in 1960, the requirement was

established for the services to report the costs incurred for

real property maintenance activities. It also included a

requirement to report the backlog of essential maintenance

deferred. The definition of essential maintenance was given

in DOD Instruction 4150.9 as:

1. The routine recurring work required to keep a
facility (plant, building, structure, ground
facilities, utilities systems, or any ral property)
in such a condition that it may be continuously
utilized at its original designated capacity and
efficiency, for its intended purpose.
2. The restoration of a facility to a condition
substantially equivalent to its original or designed
capacity and efficiency by replacement, overhauling,
or reprocessing of constituent parts or materials.
(9:7)

The 1960 definition for essential maintenance was

practically equivalent to the definitions of maintenance and

* repair. At that point, the only real requirement to be

8



included in the reported figure was that the work was

deferred at fiscal year end. In 1963, the definition was

0.

a:: changed to exclude work estimated at below $10,000 in order

to make sure the reported work was readily identifiable.

K Also, essential was defined as impairing military readiness

K and capability. The new definition of essential maintenance

was:

Those items of maintenance and repair
over $10,000 which cannot be accomplished during the'
current fiscal year due to lack of resources. An
item is considered essential when delay for inclusion
in a future program will impair the military
readiness and capability, or will cause significant
deterioration of real property facilities. (9:7)

In 1973, the definition for deferred essential

'a' maintenance was replaced by a definition for backlog of

maintenance and repair. The 1973 definition deleted the

$10,000 limit and the word essential. The 1973 definition of

BMAR in DOD Istruction 4165.58 is still the current DOD

definition:

*The backlog of maintenance and repair (BMAR) is
the end of fiscal year measurement of maintenance and
repair work remaining as a firm requirement of the

* installation work plans ... but which lack of
resources prohibit accomplishment in that fiscal
year.

The Air Force uses a different definition for the EMAR.

The primary dif ferences between the Air Force and the

Department of Defense definitions are that Air Force

constrains the BMAR to be only that work planned to be done

by contract, and that Air Force constrains the resource that

caused the deferral to be funds. Under the DOD definition,

9
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manpower could be the resource which was lacking, and the

work could be counted as BMAR. The Air Force definition of

BMAR is:

The backlog of maintenance and repair means
maintenance and repair projects (by contract)
scheduled to be done in a previous fiscal year, but
deferred because of lack of funds. (12:p.2-1)

Justification for Study

This thesis was started in response to a request from

the Engineering and Services Directorate of the Air Force

Logistics Command for a model to estimate BMAR. In addition

to the request, the apparently out-of-control growth of the

BMAR is in itself worthy of study. Descartes said, "The end

of study should be to direct the mind towards the enunciation

of sound and correct judgments on all matters that come

before it (2:1)." Any process that has the importance of the

BMAR should be understood fully enough to be able to

effectively manage it, and it appears that the understanding

of the growth process is not at that stage which permits

sound and correct judgments.

Research Objective

The objective of this thesis was to examine the Air

Force system of tracking and reporting the backlog of

maintenance and repair in order to find its weaknesses. The

overall goal was to offer some insight into the management of

the backlog level and the capability to estimate the future

backlog dependent on spending levels.

10



Research Questions

In order to achieve the objective of analyzing the

present process which results in the BMAR level, two research

questions were answered:

1. What affects the year-end level of the backlog?

2. What is being done at MAJCOM level to control BMAR?

Scope and Limitations of Study

The primary scope of the study was restricted to the Air

Force BMAR. The DOD definition of BMAR was examined in order

to set the context for the Air Force definition and

procedures. Occasionally, a DOD, Congressional, or GAO view

of BMAR was considered. This study attempted to analyze the

Air Force BMAR from several aspects, including the viewpoints

of those outside agencies.

The primary limitation to the study was a lack of

current information concerning maintenance of real property

in general. The or:Lginal scope was to include a mathematical

model to predict the dollar value of the BMAR. During the

literature review, it became apparent that very little has

been written in relation to MRP. One source called

maintenance "one of the least 'glamorous' topics in

operations management (1:657)." This dearth of information

led to scoping down the thesis.

11
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The author had expected to find some examples of

validated models being used by industry to program their

annual MRP budgets. Having not found any already validated

models, an attempt to originate one was made. The original

concept was to devise a model based on depreciation

techniques from accounting practice, with possible inputs

such as total area of facilities on a base, construction type,

and age of facilities.

In attempting to build a predictive model for the

year-end level of BMAR, a search for factors that influence

the backlog was conducted. This led to tracking the process

whereby the BMAR total is calculated each year. The process

is sufficiently complicated to benefit from having a visual

diagram model which describes the inputs, controls, and

outputs.

The final scope of this thesis was to describe the

present system used by the Air Force in a manner that is both

easily understood and sufficiently detailed to see the

interrelations of the actions relating to the BMAR.

Combining that model with the responses from the major

commands was intended to give a full understanding of the

process and to demonstrate where the weaknesses are. The

final chapter presents conclusions and recommendations

concerning the existing methods and possible improvements.

12
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CHAPTER 2

METHODOLOGY

In order to achieve the objective of analyzing the

present process which results in the BMAR level, two research

questions were addressed:

1. What affects the year-end level of the backlog?

2. What is being done at MAJCOM level to control BMAR?

A literature review (chapter one) was performed to

provide a background in maintenance planning in general and

in management of the BMAR in particular. A mostly

unsuccessful search was made through business and real

estate journals looking for techniques to estimate required

funds for maintenance and repair of real property facilities.

Several computer searches made by the Defense Technical

Information Center (DTIC) resulted only in two GAO reports

and two theses done from the Navy and Marines viewpoints.

The information from the GAO reports form the primary part

of the background and history portion of this thesis. The

information for the systems analysis chapter came from AFR

85-1, AFR 86-1, and personal experience.

To answer the first research question, a full, detailed

descriptive model was designed using the systems analysis

hierarchy plus input-process-output modeling technique.

This technique and its applications are detailed in chapter

three. Systems analysis allows complete understanding of

the entire BMAR process and all interactions between actions

13
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related to the BMAR. After the discussion of each of the

inputs, outputs, controls, mechanisms, and interactions,

potential weaknesses in the present system were pointed out

in the conclusions chapter.

The second research question was answered by requesting

information from each of the major command's Deputy Chief of

Staff for Engineering and Services. A letter was sent to

ten commands (see Appendix B) requesting any techniques and

justifications used to present their annual budgets for

contract maintenance and repair. The request for information

was made intentionally vague to prevent the question from

guiding the responses. The intent was to insure that

anything related to their annual budgeting for BMAR was

included in their answers. After receiving the responses, a

search for common ideas or for innovative ideas was made.

The techniques and ideas offered by the commands were

discussed in chapter four.

14



CHAPTER 3

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

Overview

Model Explanation. A variation of the systems analysis

charting technique known as hierarchy plus input-process-

output was used to better understand the process that

determines the level of the backlog on maintenance and

repair. The particular variation used is called the activity

diagram in the ICAM Definition Method (IDEF) designed by

SofTech, Inc. under contract with the Air Force Materials

Laboratory. (7:p.2-2) The activity diagram is a structured

modeling technique that facilitates understanding a system

and communicating how the various sub-systems interact.

A system can be defined as "a network of interrelated

procedures that are joined together to perform an activity

or to accomplish a specific objective (3:5)." A procedure

is further defined as:

A precise series of step-by-step instructions
that explain
1. What is to be done.
2. Who will do it.
3. When it will be done.
4. Hbw it will be done. (3:5)

The objective was to analyze the "network of interrelated

procedures" in such a way as to lead to a thorough

understanding of the BMAR and to be able to find an effective

method of managing the backlog level. The input-process-

* output (IPO) concept is beneficial in achieving this

objective.

15



The basic IPO module is a processor that takes one or

more inputs, possibly transforms them, and outputs some

results (see Figure 2). A common addition to this

structured analysis technique is the control, a condition or

circumstance that governs the transformation. (5:29) The

variation used by IDEF is to add the mechanism, the person or

device which carries out the activity. (7:p.2-4)

* The entire system can usually be broken down into

sub-systems, which might be broken down into even

smaller sub-systems. These sub-systems could then be viewed

as making up the original system. This is the hierarchy

aspect of the hierarchy plus input-process-output model.

(see Figure 3) Each level down depicts increasing detail,

while each level up represents a more overall view of the

system. The detail boxes can be thought of as fitting inside

the parent boxes. In this way, the system can be modeled to

any desired degree of detail.

BMAR Model. The entire system that results in the Air

Force year-end BMAR total for an individual base is modeled

in Figure 4. It shows all the inputs, controls, mechanisms,

and outputs. The overall system is best described as the

civil engineering planning, programming, and budgeting

process. Figure 5 is the decomposed model with three

separate processes demonstrated. Figures 6 through 8 are

just larger views of the three sub-systems. A discussion

of the system and sub-systems follows.
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The process labeled "type of work" stands for the

decision making process whether an individual job will be

accomplished in-house or by contract. One of the outputs of

that box becomes an input for the process called "in-service

work plan", which represents the scheduling of the in-house

forces. The other output of the "type of' work" sub-system

becomes an input to the process labeled "1CECORS"1, which

represents the programming of projects to be accomplished by

contract. The various sub-system parts and interactions will

be discussed in detail in the rest of this chapter.

Inputs

All the inputs to the entire model will be discussed in

this section rather than trying to list them with separate

* processes because some overlap and repetition would be

involved in breaking the discussion into sub-system sections.

Reference should be made to Figures 4through 8 throughout

the description of the model.

New Requirements. Probably the most complex input to the

model is the new requirements. It is an input to the "type

of work" sub-system and represents all the many ways that a

new requirement for work can be made known to the civil

engineering function at an installation. These might be

service calls, work requests on AF Forms 332 or 1135, SMART

inspections, or periodic facility inspections performed by

civil engineering personnel.
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A large number of these new requirements are either

disapproved early or approved as job orders and the work is

performed by the CE work forces. Those requirements do not

affect the BI4AR system being examined here, and therefore do

not become a part of the model. The new requirements of most

interest here are those that will have to be accomplished

eventually by work order or contract. Those would

normally be minor construction or larger maintenance and

repair jobs.

The new requirements will be input into the "type of

work" sub-system for the decision to be made on whether to do

the job in-house or by contract. More will be said about

this decision in later sections. The inputs to the IW? and

CECORS sub-systems are the new requirements that have been

approved and need to be programmed, either for in-house or by

contract.

Accumulated In-house Work. At the beginning of a fiscal

year, a base will have accumulated approved work orders that

have not yet been accomplished. Some of these will be on the

immediate schedule while others might not be programmed for

some time. This accumulated in-house work is being carried

over from one year to the next. The accumulated work and the

new requirements that occur during the year are the inputs to

the in-hc, 2 e work sub-system. The tota~l of both would

represent all the operations and maintenance work that the

civil engineering forces are eligible to do in the fiscal
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year.

Old BMAR. As stated before, the BMAR is the backlog of

maintenance and repair, that is, required work that has not

been accomplished at the end of the programmed fiscal year.

As such, it is still a valid requirement for work to be

accomplished in the new fiscal year. It becomes an input to

the CECORS process that attempts to program the contract

projects during the year.

Programmed Projects. The CECORS data file includes all

facility projects-by-contract, validated for accomplishment

in the current fiscal year and the following six future

fiscal years plus prior fiscal year projects that are still

active (13:para.14-4b). The projects that are known and

planned for accomplishment in the new fiscal year become an

input to the by-contract process. Whether or not they are

accomplished in that fiscal year will determine the

output with which they are associated. It is also possible

that some projects planned for a future year will be

accomplished in the current fiscal year instead. That might

happen due to excess contracting funds, being designed

out-of-sequence and completed prior to planned current year

projects, or increasing priority to be accomplished earlier

than some others.
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For whatever reason, projects carried in the CECORS as

programmed projects might enter the by-contract process in

the new fiscal year, therefore it is shown as an input to the

sub-system labeled CECORS. Even if the projects listed in

the CECORS at the start of the year are not accomplished,

they would still be inputs to the programming process that

might end up as any of the several different outputs of the

sub-system.

Inflation. The author chose to show inflation as an input

to the programming processes. It could have teen depicted as

a process occurring at year-end to both the accumulated

in-house work and the BMAR. It seemed to keep the model

simpler and more understandable to treat it as an input. It

represents the effect inflation has on the work that has

accumulated from one year to the next. Inflation more often

affects the contracting type of work. A project that is

listed as a requirement in one year but not accomplished will

increase in do-'ar cost to perform the same work. This

becomes a real problem for projects that are designed but not

accomplished for several years. The cost estimates that are

listed in the project folder and on the C: CORS listing have

to be updated periodically or -;tand the risk of

underestimating the required funds to perfiro the work.
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Deterioration. Deterioration is very similar to the

inflation input described in the previous section.

Deterioration is the change in the scope of' the required work

due to not being done when originally required, but inflation

is a change in dollar cost f'or the same scope of' work. Any

maintenance and repair work required on structural items of'

real property is especially prone to deteriorate if not

repaired in time. For instance, a roof' repair that is

postponed from one year to the next will very likely require

more work the second year than if' it was repaired when first

identif'ied as a requirement.

Deterioration and inflation both tend to increase the

dollar cost of' maintenance and repair work that is

backlogged. Both effects might be felt on work order size

jobs, but can be very large inputs to the dollar figures

associated with backlogged projects of' the size usually

involved in contracts.

Processes

C' Type of Work. The type of work sub-system represents the

process involved from receipt of a new. requirement to

submission to the in-service work plan or the CECORS data

file. This includes many of the functions of the Customer

Service Unit and the Resources and Requirements Section of'

the civil engineering unit. It also includes the approval

processes for all the types of work involved.
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The personnel in the Customer 5.3ervice Unit check each

ser'vice call, work request (AF Form 332), and maintenance and

repair request (AF Form 1135) to insure that the requested

work is within the scope of' civil engineering work. If the

requested work cannot be accomplished for some legal or

regulatory reason, it is disapproved and returned to th-e

requestor. In that case, the requested work is never really

a new requirement, and therefore does not enter the

programming system at all.

If the work can be accomplished, a decision is made at

this point whether it will be accomplished by job order, work

order, or contract. Usually, a job order is work that

requires no planning or a special materials requistion. The

job order is sent to the shop (possibly through a scheduler

* or controller) and is accomplished. Technically, the job

never enters the in-service work plan, but it is convenient

to treat job orders similarly to the. work orders for this

model. If the work is to be done by work order, the document

K(AF Form 327) is prepared and circulated for approval or

disapproval. The exact routing for approval varies depending

r. on the type of work and the estimated cost to perform the

work.Various personnel (e.g. Base Civil Engineer or Base

Commander) have approval levels which they are able to

authorize, or the work might require approval of the

Base Facilities Board. For this model, it does not make any

difference who approves the work order. The only point
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of interest here is the fact that it enters the system as

an approve d new requirement.

In addition to the job orders and work orders, the work

might have to be done by contract. If so, it has a different

psystem of tracking the work, approving the requirement as
valid, and finally approving and funding the contract for the

work. A project folder is prepared, and several forms in the

1392 series are filled out. -Generally, the project must be

approved by the Facilities Board and, possibly, by the major

command responsible for the base. However, the new

requirement will be entered into the CECORS data file before

V approval of the work. In fact, the new requirement is often

recognized and entered into the system several years before

the work is needed.

In-service Work Plan. The in-service work plan sub-system

represents the programming and scheduling of all the work to

be accomplished by the civil engineering operations and

maintenance personnel. As noted in the last section, some of

the work is done by job order, and there is very little

programming inivolved. The job goes almaost directly to the

craftsmen, and the work is completed very quickly.

Work orders, on the other hand, might be in planning,

material procurement, and programming stages for many months.

In the planning section, the planner determines the best way

to fulfill the new requirement, calculates an estimate of the

cost, and provides a list of the required materials to do the
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work. The materials are ordered through the Material Control

Section and Base Supply. When all the required materials are

in the warehouse, the work order is scheduled into the

in-service work plan. Often, this scheduling process occurs

rn several months ahead of the time the work is actually

K- performed.

Instead of the work being accomplished by the civil

engineering personnel, occasionally, the requirement turns

out to be beyond the ability or time limitations of the

in-house forces. The work order might then be changed to a

project and be programmed through the CECORS sub-system.

Another possibility is combining two or more work orders into

a project to be performed by contract. This possibility is

represented in the model by the output line running from the

IWP sub-system box to the new requirements input line for the

CECORS sub-system (see Figure 5). It is this capability

that Air Force relies upon to insure that the accumulated

in-house work does not become a significant factor when

trying to track the backlogged maintenance and repair. The

fact that the accumulated in-house work did not show up in

the BMAR totals was one criticism by the GAO of the Air Force

sytmoftakigadeoing BMAR (10:10). The Air Force

inte poectacif g th acklo reof nhuewr tolre

response to the GAO hinged on this combining of wo orders
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CECORS. The CECORS sub-system represents the processes

involved with new requirements that will be accomplished by

contract. These processes include project validation,

project approval, funding, and maintaining the CECORS data

file. The CECORS data file might include many requirements

that are not of interest in determining the year-end BMAR

total. It will include all facility projects-by-contract and

all maintenance, repair, and minor construction projects

identified to be accomplished by RED HORSE or Prime BEEF

forces. It might also include service contracts, in-service

work projects, non-appropriated fund projects, military

family housing projects, and Military Construction Projects.

(13:3)

The new requirement is recognized, and the documents

required for validation are prepared. These might be limited

to essential information such as work description, cost and

scope of the project and basis for the requirement. The Base

Facilities Board validates the project, and the full set of

project documents are prepared. The information on the

project might be included in the CECORS data file before

validation, but it must be included after validation.

The base CECORS data file is combined with other bases'

files until eventually there is a master list at the Air

Force level. This list is a major justification for the

annual budget request for the operations and maintenance

funds for the Air Force. The funds appropriated by Congress
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are then allocated down through the various layers of command

to be applied against the requirements. The appropriation

does not approve individual projects as line items as the

appropriation for the Military Construction Program does.

Each entry in the CECORS data file has a fiscal year

data element that identifies the year in which the project is

programmed by the Facilities Board to be accomplished. At

the end of each fiscal year, all the projects that should

have been accomplished but have not (for any reason) are

totaled. This total is the reported BMAR figure.

Controls

The controls that regulate all the sub-pystems come from

many places. The predominant controls are found in AFR 85-1,

AFR 86-1, AFR 86-7, policy letters, and budget documents.

These controls include the legal and regulatory restrictions

on what types of work can be accomplished by civil

engineering personnel, the various approval limitations for

work orders and projects, and policy guidance from superior

levels of command.

Mechanisms

The mechanisms in the systems model are the people and

tools that carry out the procedures. In this case, the

mechanism for the "type of work" sub-system is primarily the

Customer Service Unit of the Operations and Maintenance

Branch of the civil engineering unit. It is the people and
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standard procedures of the CSU that determine if the new

requirement is inputted to the IWP sub-system or the CECORS

sub-system. The mechanism for the IWP sub-system is

primarily the Chief of Work Control and the schedulers and

controllers that maintain control over the CE Operations and

Maintenance work force. The primary mechanisms for the

CECORS sub-system are the project programmer, the Design

Section of the civil engineering unit, and the Base

Facilities Board.

Outputs

Work Performed. Work performed is an output of two of the

sub-systems. As an output of the IWP sub-system, it

represents all the job orders and work orders accomplished

throughout the fiscal year. As an output of the CECORS

sub-system, work performed is the contracts started in the

fiscal year. The two outputs together would constitute all

the operations and maintenance work done on the base during

the year. In each case, work performed would be the end

product that the new requirement input originally set out to

accomplish.

Accumulated In-house Work. This output has been mentioned

previously, and it represents the amount of operations and

maintenance work still somewhere in the IWP sub-system at the

end of the fiscal year. This work is not necessarily overdue

under the limitations used by civil engineering. It might be
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in planning, material control, scheduling, or approval

stages. It is work that is a valid requirement and that

needed to be done in the fiscal year, but under the Air Force

definition of BMAR, it does not count as BMAR since it is

planned to be performed by in-house forces rather than by

contract. This output becomes an input for the succeeding

year's IWP sub-system.

Future Projects. The CECORS data file has the projects

for the current fiscal year, all previous fiscal years (BMAR),

and projects that are known for the succeeding six fiscal

years. The projects for the succeeding years are the output

labeled future projects. As an example, in fiscal year 1983,

projects that are planned to be accomplished-in fiscal years

1984 through 1989 might be listed in the CECORS data file.

In 1984, those projects would be the future (or programmed)

projects input to the CECORS sub-system. Those projects

accomplished during the year become the work performed

output. Those planned for 1984 and not accomplished are

combined with any BMAR from 1983. Those planned for

.* 1985 through 1989 and not accomplished are added to the new

requirements to become the future projects output and,

subsequently, the future projects input to the 1985 system.

BMAR. The BMAR output is the topic that has been

discussed throughout the thesis. This output is the main

purpose behind the entire model. The BMAR output is the
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total of those projects planned to be accomplished by

contract in the fiscal year just ending or any previous

fiscal years and not accomplished by the end of' that year.

The BMAR, like the accumulated in-house work and future

project outputs, become inputs to the system for the

succeeding year.

Total System

The total system represents the planning, programming,

and scheduling of operations and maintenance work by the

civil engineering unit for a fiscal year, both by in-house

forces and by contract. The system accepts new requirements

from many sources and processes them into job orders, work

orders, and projects so they may be accomplished. In

addition to the new requirements, there is usually some

planned work left over from previous years. The leftover

work may need to be adjusted in scope due to deterioration

that has happened since the original requirement was

re cognized, or the cost may need to be adjusted for inflation

and change in scope.

The system accepts the inputs and processes them in

accordance with several controlling guidelines, the most

important being AFR 85-1 and AFR 86-1. The mechanisms of' the

system represent the personnel involved in accepting,

* approving, planning, and performing the work. The results of'

the mechanisms transforming the inputs in accordance with the

controls are the output. One of the main goals of' civil
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engineering is the work performed in support of the base

mission (14:2). The other outputs, accumulated in-house

work, future Projects, and BMAR, are tools used by civil

engineering personnel to help effectively accomplish work

planning and-performing.

* The BMAR, considered the indicator of adequate funding

* of maintenance and repair, is just one output of the entire

system. To predict what the year-end BMAR will be for a base

4 or-a command involves also knowing or predicting all the

other inputs and outputs. Even if one knew exactly how much

maintenance and repair would be required for all the

facilities on an Air Force base in one year, the BMAR would

still depend heavily on how much work is accomplished during

the year by in-house and contract, how much work is in the

accumulated in-house work sections, and how the inflation and

deterioration factors would affect the old BMAR and the old

accumulated work.
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CHAPTER4

* RESPONSE REVIEW

An example of the letter sent to the Deputy Chief of

Staff for Engineering and Services in each of the ten major

p. commands is included as Appendix B. The letter asked in

very general terms for any techniques and justifications

used to present their annual budgets for contract

maintenance and repair. The request was worded generally in

order to prompt as many comments as possible from each

command. A specific question might have been answered

by saying, "1BMAR is found by looking in the CECORS report."

* Responses were received from eight of the ten commands.

Not unexpectedly, the responses ranged from very short to

fairly long discussions of the problems that have to be faced

in accurately representing the BMAR. The rest of this

chapter summarizes the responses and forms part of the

background for the conclusions chapter.

A common observation in the command responses was that

the funds for maintenance and repair of facilities are often

used as the flexible part of the O&M appropriation. Although

the funds allocated each year for maintenance and repair of

facilities must total at least the amount of the

congressionally mandated spending floor, the variability in

funds to be actually obligated in the fiscal year would make

realistic and accurate planning very difficult. Four of the

eight commands mentioned this flexibility aspect in one form
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or another.

Because the only flex in the SAC O&M funding is
in the 12 percent/RPMA reserve maintained to cover
the command's supplies and faciliy projects,
frequently it becomes the source of funds for
shortfalls elsewhere in the account. (4:1)

Anticipated funding- Fitting the largest amount
possible into Part I for facility maintenance and
repair without degrading other command programs.
(15:1)

In most cases, funds for facility projects are
held until all other "must pay" items are funded.
Bases benefit at year end if there is a O!ndfall of
funds that cannot be obligated. These funcs
generally go toward facility projects and BMAR. (6:1)

Ability of MAC bases to have projects designed
and ready to use year-end "fall-out" funds migrating
from within or outside MAC. (8:1)

This flexibility of funding would not seem to have a

great effect on the BMAR since the amount actually spent on

maintenance and repair each year excezided the amount planned

to be spent 1965 through at least 1978(9:41). This

indicates that the funding is not being shorted due to the

flexibility problem since the funding is as large as the

expected funding. It just introduces a very large

uncertainty into any planning toward when particular projects

will be obligated.

Two of the commands mentioned they used teams to help

their individual bases. Command teams consisted of personnel

from the command going to the bases, validating the planned

work, and helping prioritize the projects. This is a

management tool used by command to insure that the projects
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in the CECORS data base have the proper priority and planned

accmplshmntyears in relation to all other required work.

The response from one command stated that the growth of

BMAR is not caused by poor methods of estimating the BMAR but

rather, the lack of funding. The next paragraph noted that

there has been considerable growth in the BMAR in that

4 command in recent years because the bases have made

conscientious efforts to identify and validate requirements.

It further said the previous artificial curtailment of BMAR

was lifted to allow a more accurate statement of work

required.

The response from Headquarters, Pacific Air Forces had

two specific recommendations for improving the reporting of

BMAR.

The techniques could be improved by standardizing
the definition of BMAR worldwide. BMAR should
include only essential maintenance and repair..

* Maintenance that can be deferred should not be
classified as BMAR.

We require better methods of assuring that
funding intended for facility projects in the
President's budget is in fact expended on facility
projects. Possible ways to accomplish this may be in
fencing these funds, raising the real property
maintenance floor or providing specific direction
against reprogramming these funds. (15:1)

Two commands noted difficulties with tracking,

reporting, and funding backlogged maintenance and repai r

* projects that are funded from appropriations other than the

operations and maintenance one. The Military Airlift Command

* stated that Airlift Support Industrial Funds (ASIJ) are made

available for passenger and freight terminals, select command
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posts, and aircraft maintenance facilities. The Air Force

Systems Command pointed out that the majority of their bases

use RDT&E funds for facility projects. In both cases, the

actual backlog for those projects would not be included iii

the totals from the CECORS reports forwarded to Headquarter,

Air Force.

The response from MAC also remarked that MAC methods to

manage the BMAR are not independent, fixed procedures. They

are affected by several outside factors: HQ USAF, SAF, OSD,

OMB, and Congressional budget decisions which limit, reduce,

or increase funding regardless of major command budget

requests. This is one more point that makes any long range

planning for the maintenance and repair projects very

* * difficult to do at any level.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

First Research Question

The first research question was, "What affects the

year-end level of the backlog?" The first thing that affects

the BMAR level is the BMAR definition. The definitions of

BMAR have some problems.

The foremost conclusion is that Air Force (and all the

services) must have the same definition and interpretation of

BMAR. Under the present system, Air Force totals the

maintenance and repair facility projects-by-contract

scheduled to be done in a previous year, but deferred

because of lack of funds. The DOD takes the BMAR figure and

says this is the measurement of maintenance and repair work

remaining as a firm requirement of the installation work

plans but which Jack of resources prohibit accomplishment.

There are breakdowns in communication anytime that the

parties involved do not agree on the meaning of the words

being used. While the differences that arise from Air

Fo-ce's constraints concerning contracts and lack of funds

might not be large, they still exist. The GAO pointed out

the problem in their 1979 report. There has been no solution

to the problem by 1983. The author's conclusion was that

neither DOD nor Air Force has been effective in solving this

basic problem in the BMAR system.
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Using the present Air Force system, a requirement for

some real property maintenance or repair can be recognized.

If the requirement is something that needs to be done but is

not time-critical or mission essential, it still will be

validated by the Facilities Board, and a year for

accomplishment will be selected. For example, if 1985 were

selected as the projected year for accomplishment, the

project would be given an 85- project number and be entered

V into CECORS. If, in 1985, there are only enough funds to

contract for time-critical and mission essential work, the

project will not be done and will become part of the EMAR at

the end of 1985. In future years then, the Facilities

Board will be faced with decisions on whether to allocate

funds to the non-critical project in BMAR or critical

projects not in BMAR. This can result in either setting the

priority on the non-critical project higher than critical

projects, or it can result in the project remaining in BMAR

for years.

Until 1973, the DOD definition of BMAR only called for

essential maintenance and repair to be included. The Navy

still includes only deferrable work (10:7). PACAF recommended

that only essential maintenance and repair be included in

BMAR. It is the author's conclusion that including

* deferrable (non-essential) work in the BMAR figure both

* distorts the figure and applies unrealistic pressure on the

decision makers.
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The year-end BMAR figure is also affected by the entire

system as depicted in Chapter 3. Fixing the definition would

require fixing some problems in the system. It must be

A recognized that the personnel Involved will not always work

the system exactly as required by regulation. There were

comments in the GAO reports and one comment in one of the

command responses relating to managerial, administrative

curtailment on BMAR levels. There is enough flexibility in

the system to allow artificially setting the BMAR total to

any desired level-. The solution is to keep checks and

balances in the system to insure the total is accurate.

Second Research Question

The second research question was, "What is being done at.

MAJCOM level to control BMAR?"1 This question is more

difficult to answer definitively. Letters were sent to ten

MAJCOM DCS for Engineering and Services. Eight responses

were received. Out of the eight, four just described the

system as it is required be Air Force regulations. The other

four gave more insight into techniques and management tools

being used that are not required by regulation.

The responses from SAC and MAC mentioned MAJOOM

* validation assistance. This is a check and balance to insure

the BMAR figure is accurate. It helps keep the

* interpretation of priorities constant across the command.

Two responses also mentioned attempting to spend 85% to 90%

* of the O&M contract funds for the maintenance and repair
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projects. Those were the only specific things being done to

control the BMAR that were listed in the responses.

General Conclusions

The author's conclusion concerning the system used to

identify and report the BMAR is that it is good as it is

described in the regulations. *There needs to be more

standardization in interpretation of BMAR across commands and

services. The problem of the accumulated in-house work being

separate from BMAR would be fixed by a change in definition.

The next biggest hurdle in predicting the BMAR is the

flexibility at base level in determining requirements to be

documented and validated and flexibility in listing the

projected accomplishment year. These flexibilities are

undoubtedly required in order to be able to properly manage

the O&M funds.

Flexibility to manage effectively can be detrimental to

predictability. Less flexible (more deterministic) systems

have more predictable outputs. Every point in a system where

someone is given the opportunity to affect the output

increases the problem of knowing in advance what the total

output will be. Some reasonable balance between management

flexibility and firm system requirements must be found. The

author concluded that DOD, Air Force, and the MAJCOMs have

decentralized the MRP management too much to be able to

control BMAR.
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Recommendations

Again, the strongest recommendation is that DOD, the

* - services, the commands, and the bases must have a consistent

* definition and consistent interpretation of the definition of

BMAR. Without it, there will be no credibility in the BMAR

figure.

To try to balance manageability and predictability,

there should be two BMAR figures. One would be essential

BMAR, and the other would be total BMAR. With the

computerization of programmed work (CECORS in the Air Force),

breaking the BMAR into categories would entail small changes.

The computer programs that extract and combine totals from

base level data bases would require minor modification to

handle two totals. Each base Facility Board would have to

code each backlogged project essential or non-essential, and

'4 different codes would have to be used in the data base.

The author's recommended definitions are:

The backlog of maintenance and repair, essential
(BMARE) is the end of fiscal year measurement of
essential maintenance and repair work remaining as a
past requirement, but which lack of resources
prohibited accomplishment in that fiscal year. An
item is considered essential when delay for inclusion
in a future program will impair the military
readiness and capability, or will cause significant
deterioration of real property facilities.

The backlog of maintenance and repair, total
(BMART) is the end of fiscal year measurement of all

4 maintenance and repair work remaining as a past
requirement, but which lack of resources prohibited
accomplishment in that fiscal year.
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A further recommendation is that anytime a base

Facilities Board approves obligating a project that is not

BMARE while that base has BMARE, the base should be required

to justifiy their decision to command in writing. This would

be somewhat similar to the extra justification required for

P-341 projects. This policy leaves most of the control at

base level, but adds a check.

The two figures BMARE and BMART would then be easily

visible brackets to the funding required for MRP at any

level. A funding level below BMARE would indicate a

willingness to "impair the military readiness and

capability." A funding level between BMARE and BMART would

imply maintaining readiness and accomplishing some other

needed MRP work. The amount of the difference between BMART

and BMARE that was funded would determine whether the BMART

would grow.

The system (as any system) would still rely on good

decisions at base level concerning what needs to be done,

when it needs to be done, and whether it is essential. These

decisions can be monitored by command and Air Force

validation teams to insure consistent interpretation of

terms.

Limitations of the Thesis

While the descriptive model using systems analysis

techniques was based on Air Force regulations pertaining to

the programming of work requirements, it is the author's
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interpretation ofL the system. There was no external

validation of the model. If there are any incorrect

assumptions, the author does not believe they would affect

the overall objective of demonstrating what affects the BMAR

total of a base.I

Theare is no way for the author to learn if his

recommendations would improve the BMAR system. That could

only happen by trial in the field. While the two BMARs could

be impl.emented at any level down to an individual base, it

would not be very meaningful until there is standardization

across DOD.

Not devising an actual predictive BMAR model might be

viewed as a limitation of this thesis, but the author

* strongly believes that there would be little point to being

able to predict a measure that has no credibility and is so

flexible as to be able to be set at any desired amount at

various levels of command.
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Budgeting f'or Maintenance and Repair

SACMIE

1. 1 am a graduate student in the AFIT Engineering

Management program (used to be Facilities Management). I am

doing my thesis on estimating backlog of maintenance and

repair (EMAR). There has been interest for several years n .ow

up to congressional level concerning the growth of the BMAR.

Presently, there does not seem to be a readily available

technique for estimating how much maintenance and repair will

be required at Air Forces bases and consequently in a MAJOOM.

2. As part of my thesis, I am requesting information from

each MAJCOM for any techniques and justifications used to

present their annual budget for contract maintenance and

repair. The techniques used by various commands will become

one chapter of my thesis. I am also doing a literature

review of any published techniques in industry and plan to

present a theoretical model based on depreciation techniques.

3. Any techniques that your command personnel can provide me

will be greatly appreciated and will become part of an

increased body of knowledge in this area. The thesis should

be completed this summer, and copies will be available this

fall.

TROY L. SANDERS

Capt, USAF
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